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Formation for Mission

Cheerful giving – a lifestyle

The community celebration last
November 5, 2010 was graced by Bro.
Vic Pestaño from the Oasis of Love
Charismatic Community and our spiritual
director, Fr. Ruben Tanseco, who
celebrated mass after the talk.

We first heard Bro. Vic Pestaño’s
talk during the Life in Spirit Seminar (LSS)
at God Loves Prayer Community where
we regularly send our ME graduates for
the LSS. We are thankful for inviting Bro
Vic because of his lively and humorous
talk about generosity, tithing, and
stewardship.

Before the talk, he started with a
brief prayer thanking God for the
abundant blessings we received, for the
joy and peace in our hearts, and the gift
of being simply together that night.

Bro. Vic talked about the Language
of God, taken from John 3:16, as a way
of expressing His love for us. This
language of God is the language of
generosity. A person who loves is not
stingy but generous. Generosity can be
expressed in loving our children by giving
them the best education we can afford.
So if God is generous with much love, it
should be reflective in the way His
followers live their lives.

Bro. Vic cited the ENEMIES of
GENEROSITY:

1. PROCRASTINATION is a
stumbling block to generosity.
We intentionally put off giving.
“Next time na lang,” “Bukas na
lang,” “ Saka na lang.” With this
attitude, God might be
compelled to give us “next time
na lang!” To disintegrate
procrastination, we need the
three-letter word – NOW!

2. HESITATION. Quoting from a
charismatic renewal priest, Bro.
Vic talked about the “Budget of
Grace.” What we have started,
God augments. The best
example is the miracle of the
multiplication of the loaves and
fish. The disciples had only five
loaves and two fish but they were
able to feed thousands of
followers and even had leftovers
in seven baskets. We can never
outgive God.

3. COMPARISON. We tend to
compare what we give to what
others give. Thus, kung maliit
lang ang ibibigay natin, nahihiya
tayo dahil iniisip natin: ano kaya
ang sasabihin? Sila na lang
kaya. Mark12: 41-44 reminds us
of the widow who put everything
she had. Bro. Vic challenged
everyone to put EVERYTHING
one had during the mass
collection.

4. EXEMPTION. When contribu-
tions are solicited, we some-
times do not give because we
feel we are exempted. That is
why when there are blessings
from God, it seems we are also
exempted. Sabi nga, yung laging
nagbibigay di nauubusan at kung
sino pa ang di nagbibigay yun

pa ang laging wala. We always
ask God to give us more but
we forget that before we can
have more, we should give first.
Just like withdrawing from an
ATM machine, we have to
deposit first before we can
withdraw. Another example is
our breathing. The nature of life
requires us to inhale and exhale.
If we just continue inhaling
(taking/receiving) without
exhaling (giving), we would die.

What are the incentives for us to
open up to the kind of generosity that
God wants us to have? Consider your
blessings. God has been so generous
– with our LIFE, with our health, with
our resources. He has been so generous
to us to the point that He gave His only
Son to redeem us from our sin. So let’s
be generous with everything we have.

Bro. Vic admonished that all we
have in life are not ours. “The Lord owns
the earth and its contents and all that
live on it.” Psalm 24:1. “If you will
diligently listen to me and keep my
covenant, you will be my special
possession for all the earth is mine.”
Exodus 19:5. God owns everything; we
are simply STEWARDS of all His
creation. We are answerable to God as
to how we use them. The more we have,
the more responsibility we carry. Thus,
to unburden ourselves, GIVE TO THE
COMMUNITY.

The immediate positive impact of
Bro. Vic’s talk was felt right away. There
was a significant four-fold increase in
the mass collection that day. From an
average of P5,000 in past celebrations,
P20,000 was collected that night. Praise
God! Alleluia!

Gene & Eve Bañez
Council / Finance Overseer

Bro. Vic Pestaño
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November 5, 2010 Community Celebration

Topmost: Matin & Malvin Leaño and Fely & Benj
Santiago drum up support for the ME 103 Week-
end.

Right: Despite their hectic schedule preparing and
rehearsing for the MEFP songfest which was held
the next day, Nov. 6, the Magis Choir is all energy!

November 21, 2010 Harana

Top row pictures: Many Magis Deo haranistas arrive a couple of
hours before the harana proper, to meet, have a BCGG prayer
meeting, interface with other BCGGs, and/or have a picnic.

Bottom right: Fr. Ruben is delighted with the birthday cake he was
presented with at the harana.  Fr. Ruben celebrated his 79th birth-
day on Nov 23.
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Resist, endure
and win
Sunday Homily

14 November 2010

Ruben M. Tanseco, SJ

In today’s Gospel reading, Christ
taught us all about fortitude the
courage and patient endurance of

trouble, pains, and persecution. By His
own life, Christ role-modelled for us the
HOW: Resist, Endure, and Win. All this
and more are doable because of God’s
unconditional love for us. (From today’s
Gospel reading, Lk. 21: 5-19)

RESIST. A major persecution that
the human Christ resisted was the triple
temptation inflicted by Satan in the
desert. After fasting for 40 days and 40
nights, you can just imagine how hungry
Jesus must have been. It was at this
point that Satan appeared to Him and
said, “If you are the Son of God,

command these stones to turn into
bread.” Jesus immediately replied,
“Scripture has it: ‘Not on bread alone is
man to live, but on every word that comes
from the mouth of God.’” Satan then led
Him to the city, to the parapet of the
temple, where Satan dared Him to jump
and see if angels would save Him. Again,
Jesus resisted. “You shall not put the
Lord your God to the test.” Finally, Satan
displayed before Him the kingdoms of
this world in all their magnificence. Satan
declared: “All these will I bestow on you
if you prostrate yourself in homage before
me.” Jesus answered with finality: “You
shall do homage to the Lord your God;
him alone shall you adore” (Mt. 4: 1-11).
Throughout his life, Jesus led a simple
life and lovingly shared Himself and what
He had with God’s people. He stressed
the temporality of worldly possessions,
including the temple of worship which
was “adorned with costly stones.” The
time will come “when there will not be

left a stone upon another stone that will
not be thrown down” (Lk. 21: 5-6).

For many centuries after Christ, our
institutional Church capitulated to
medieval pomposity as a way of
worshipping God. Super-expensive
churches, cathedrals, and church
ornaments in the midst of poverty among
God’s people were passed on from
generation to generation. In more recent
times, a wake-up call was promulgated
by our Church through the Encyclical on
Social Concerns (1987). In part, it
declared: “Faced by cases of need, one
cannot ignore them in favor of superfluous
church ornaments and costly furnishings
for divine worship; on the contrary it could
be obligatory to sell these goods in order
to provide food, drink, clothing and shelter
for those who lack these things” (#31).
But starting from the Vatican all the way
to our own country, are we implementing
this in action, or are they just pious
words on paper? A recent super-giant
statue of Christ the King with a golden
crown was recently built in Poland,
costing $1.4 million or P60,000,000.
Sixty million pesos, the very opposite of
the original, historical Christ! The human
Jesus led the way by His own life,
lifestyle, and teachings. How long will it
take us to follow Him all the way!

Coming down to each one of us
personally, what are the forms of
“persecution” that we experience in these
our times? For one, it is the curse of
hungering for more. More and more
money, material comforts, the latest and
more expensive gadgets and products
of technology. Such is the paradoxical
persecution of endless consumerism and
materialism. The mega malls are
becoming bigger and bigger, and more
and more numerous. We are continually
seduced to be addicted to them, and yet
we know deep in our hearts that they
are not what really matters in our life.
We must learn to discern the difference
between human needs and worldly
attachments, and courageously resist
the latter. A habitual awareness of God’s
presence as my constant companion
empowers me to resist.

ENDURE. The human Christ endured
all the pains, troubles, and problems that
were the price of resisting worldly

attachments as well as those that are
simply a part of human life. Like the pain
of being rejected by the very people that
He came to love and save. What must it
have been really like to be crowned with
thorns in ridicule, to carry that humiliating
cross, and be crucified like a criminal?
What might be the human equivalent of
all this today in our own lives?

Here is an employee who is unjustly
dismissed from his job because he
refused to cooperate with the company’s
practice of graft and corruption. What
about this pretty girl who loves her
boyfriend dearly, but he broke off with her
because she refused to have premarital
sex with him. These are just a couple
among countless God-given oppor-
tunities of human endurance that leads
to victory.

WIN. “By your perseverance, you will
secure your lives” (v. 19). When
everything is said and done, the only
attachment that matters is my
attachment to God, and His attachment
to me. I belong totally to Him, my Creator.
“Fear not, for I have redeemed you; I have
called you by your name; you are mine”
(Is. 43:1). In my directions for the future,
through all the situations that I need to
resist and endure, I must learn to be
habitually aware of the Lord’s inner voice
lovingly and constantly whispering to me:
You are Mine. YOU ARE MINE!
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EDITORIAL

Being in Magis Deo, Being in Community

Tina Mossesgeld, Praxis, Cana BCGG

A Magis couple residing in Dumaguete
flies to Manila to attend some of their
BCGG meetings, interfaces,

community celebrations and will come back for
the Magis Family Day. The couple said that
staying connected with Magis Deo is their way of
being connected to God and sustaining their own
relationship. A Magis couple who divide their time
between Orange County in the U.S. and Manila
profess that being in Magis meetings after being
in the U.S. for six months is like coming to an
oasis. A Magis couple who are in a family crisis
have decided to come back to their BCGG after
being away for several months.

The impact of Magis Deo on these members
and their families seems to be quite profound and
far-reaching. They value Magis Deo as the
community where they can grow as persons and
in their relationship with God. Listening to their
sharing are moments when one feels that God is
truly present in Magis Deo.

Similar stories are shared in many BCGG
meetings and interfaces. Members mention how
thankful they are for being in Magis Deo. They
relate how they have been formed in the
community, how they find acceptance and support
in their times of crisis, and how their spirituality
has matured in the years that they have been with
Magis Deo. They value the growth and support
they experience in the community.

But it was not always like this. Many stories
tell of a transformation, of a movement that goes
deeper and deeper. Shepherds, during their
monthly formation meetings, share that there
seems to be a movement in their growth from not
being able to say no to a friend’s invitation to attend
the M.E. Weekend, to feeling obliged to attend
the meetings, to a deepening appreciation of the
formation they are receiving, to wanting to serve
in the community as a response to God’s love
and blessings. Reasons for being in the
community were slowly transformed.

What explains these members’ receptivity to
Magis Deo’s formation programs and their
blossoming in the process?

The personal backgrounds of these members
are quite varied. They are at different stages of
development, levels of income, and educational
background. Some are just starting their families,
while others have teenaged children or young
professionals. Still others are empty nesters with
their children having moved out of the home.

Underneath the transformation, there seem to
be common threads in these members - the desire
to grow as a person and to grow closer to God, the
awareness of that desire, the capacity and discipline
to reflect and pray on their experiences, resulting
in an increasing awareness of who they really are
and who God really is in their lives, the continuing
openness to God’s grace despite hurts, problems
and suffering and the ability to discern and move
towards where God may be leading them, which
many times involves stretching themselves or
moving out of their comfort zones.

We all have the desire to be closer to God and
become what He hopes us to be. God places this
desire in us and constantly draws us closer to him.
But some of us may be too preoccupied with life’s
concerns to notice, much less act on that desire.
Maybe we’re working too hard, or too anxious as
about the future, or too distracted by our latest
technical gadget. And even when we are able to
hear God’s invitation or challenge, we may be we’re
too lazy to get out of our comfort zone to accept
and act on it.

Magis Deo is a community that helps us
become aware of this desire for God, to nurture it
through the community formation programs, and to
find expression in our praxis of Ignatian spirituality
and community values so that we can be a force for
good in this world. This priceless opportunity is
offered to all who are in Magis Deo. With God’s
grace, it is up to each one of us to take it to heart.
And as more and more of us respond, our community
will also become a stronger instrument in building
God’s kingdom here on earth. We will experience
Magis Deo increasingly becoming a true community,
a little Church.
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COUNCIL CORNER

Living the Magis in 2010

2010 began with three thrusts – (i) activate, motivate,
build community among general membership; (ii) increase
participation, as a community, in the apostolate, internal and
external; and (iii) instill greater discipline in implementing
systems and programs.  What have been the results?  Where
have been the areas of growth in Magis Deo in 2010?  Where
have been the areas needing light?

With God’s inspiration and help, there were graces and
fruits of directed, focused programs and efforts. Yet, challenges
remain and we need to continue to beg for God’s Providence
as more need to be done.

O Lord, we are full of gladness and gratitude for all you
have given Magis Deo in 2010:

♦ Grace of generosity and the Community spirit of
bayanihan in building the Magis Home –
• All 22 BCGGs contributed and put together

P2,531,200 as of 01 December 2010 and more
coming!!!

• 88% of funds generated from internal resources and
12% from external donors.

• Servant leaders led the fundraising effort.

• Magis Home is 72% physically complete as of 01
December 2010.

♦ Grace of love and unity in our marriages and families,
enabling us to reach out to others, especially the
disadvantaged –
• Touched the lives of 251 couples through the 13

Suyuans in 6 communities, i.e., Navotas; Bataan;
Pateros; Olandes, Marikina; San Mateo, Marikina;
Malibay, Pasay (as sponsored by 9 BCGGs and 2
ME classes, or 70 Magis members).

• Enlightened and inspired 647 youth from poor
families in Payatas, Navotas, and San Mateo,
Marikina through 5 youth seminars.

• 650 persons participated in voters education
programs conducted for the poor communities of
GK Aya Village; Pateros; Olandes, Marikina; and
Bulacan, with around 75 Magis members facilitating.

• 9 new Suyuan team couples trained.

♦ Grace of commitment to the Magis vision and mission
of new members –
• Project 168 resulted in 4 new BCGGs, with 28 new

couple members committing to live out Magis values
and practices –
§ Transfiguration BCGG (being accompanied

Levy & Roxanne Espiritu);
§ Easter BCGG (being accompanied by Tony &

Bambi Narciso);

§ Good Shepherd BCGG (being accompanied by
Benz & Vina Dimanalata); and

§ Still-to-be-named BCGG (being accompanied by
Rey & Lucy Mella).

• Systematic orientation conducted for potential new
BCGG members.

• Magis-sponsored SDR conducted to meet
formation demand of new members.

♦ Grace of inspiration in finding new ways to strengthen
shepherds and members —
• New formation series for shepherds by Eva Galvey.

• I’m No Moses talk by Manny Blas.

• Directed reflection structure put in place to guide
BCGGs in their quarterly sharing of their growth in
faith, living out the 4 S’s; and awareness of where
God is calling to deepen their lives.

• Interesting teaching topics and speakers, plus
innovative fellowship activities, led to a slight
increase in members’ attendance in Community
celebrations and four-fold increase in love offering
during the stewardship talk.

The challenge of sustaining living the Magis continues…
the need to …

♦ Increase ME recruitment and retention.

♦ Continue giving special caring for ME graduates after
the ME reunions and sponsorship, leading them to
become BCGG members.

♦ Develop new shepherds and support “old and reliable”
ones.

♦ Continue animating existing members to grow in prayer
and action and participate in Community formation,
service, and celebrations.

♦ Increase members’ participation in the Suyuan and
other outreach.

Let us continue to beg the Lord for His grace of loving
perseverance for helping us live the Magis, the more, always,
wherever He may lead us …

We thank the Lord for all members of the Community
who by their continued presence, commitment to the Magis
vision and mission, have made Magis Deo a growing witness
of Christ’s love for humankind.

Let our blessings, gladness, and gratitude in 2010 be
our foothold to do more in 2011!

A meaningful Christmas to all,

Philip & Malu Panlilio
2010 Chaircouple
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When we make a decision to walk
with Jesus, He leads us to places that
allow us to witness His glory. Such was
the experience of the three apostles
(Peter, James and John) when they
accompanied Jesus to Mount Tabor to
pray. Once there, the apostles were
awed by what they experienced. They
initially felt afraid, unable to comprehend
what was taking place before their eyes,
but then they were filled with wonder and
felt blessed for being there to witness
God’s glory.

Such was our personal experience
as we walk with Jesus in our community,
particularly in shepherding Magis 90 in
their spiritual journey. Feelings of
inadequacy, uncertainty and sometimes
disappointment would sometimes
confront us, but as we journey with the
couples, we realized how God would
sustain us and strengthen our resolve to
see us through our awkward phase of
adjustment.

The Class of Magis 90 that started
with twenty-six couples in the August
2007 ME Weekend, is now reduced to
seven couples making up the newly
commissioned Transfiguration BCGG.

Like the walk up to Mount Tabor,
having a prayer meeting is sometimes
met with stumbling blocks, in the guise
of work and personal loads, conflicting
schedules, distance, weather, traffic and
other factors that often challenge one’s
resolve to make it to the prayer meeting.

But once we started the prayer
meeting, the gathering is slowly
transformed into a replenishing exchange
of little God moments in our routine. The
outcome of our meetings would always
leave us revitalized and spiritually
restored, bringing home with us enough
energy to take on our world once again.

Every prayer meeting is a
transfiguration experience, as we bear
witness to the wonders of God working
in every couple. We marveled at the
intensity of the couples’ sharing and the
depth of their faith.  While they claimed
that they were blessed to be with us,
we know that we were blessed by their
faith and friendship many times over.

Though the year has been hectic for
us, somehow shepherding a class was
God’s way of grounding us and keeping
our faith on track in the midst of the
demanding activities and overlapping
schedules that we tend to deal with
daily.

The Transfiguration BCGG was commissioned last 05 November 2010 during the com-
munity celebration.  Left to right: Dodo & Jon Sta. Maria, Resty & Anna Tongol, Shepherd
Levy & Roxanne Espiritu, Eugene & Ethel Araullo, and Jay-R & Leila Leccio. Not in
photo: Mon & Ting Yupangco, Wilson & Merlene Chua, and Cesar & Zari Poe.

Shepherding as a Transfiguration Experience
Levy & Roxanne Espiritu

Shepherd, Transfiguration BCGG

We will always be grateful for the
opportunity of bearing witness to the
transformation of the newly
commissioned members of the
Transfiguration BCGG.

And now with renewed enthusiasm,
we continue to journey together and this
time focus on a more steady
commitment and relentless dedication
to be God’s instruments in spreading His
Kingdom.
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Easter, another new BCGG, was also commissioned during the November community
celebration.  Left to right: Marnette & Paul Puthenpurekal, Shepherd Tony & Bambi
Narciso, Remy & Bert Castro, Neds Vargas, Ricky & Gi Valencia, Joey & Butch Vargas.
Not in picture: Rico & Terry Lim, Raymund & Vivian Martin. Dennis & Peaches Plaza, Rjay
& Star Santos, Martin & Marilyn Tioseco.

We adopted the name Easter for our BCGG because it is a TIME of tenacious
HOPE, invigorated FAITH, and personal LOVE. - Tony Narciso

My journey with God through Magis
Deo is an enriching adventure and the
SDR Weekend brought this journey up
a notch.

As in any trip, the traveler is
welcomed to a new city through a port of
entry. The SDR Weekend at Maryridge
Good Shepherd Convent in Tagaytay City
is my port of entry into a new awareness
of God in my life – active and at rest.

It began several months ago when
the schedule of the SDR Weekend was
first announced by our shepherd Tony
and Bambi Narciso at a prayer meeting.
Right then and there, I told Joey  we were
attending. Joey was quite shocked by
my instant response as she knew my
work schedule is very spontaneous and
random, with guests and visitors coming

at very short notice. Perhaps it was also
my oversight that I failed to tell her that
at this point onwards, the Lord’s Events
come as priority – bar none.

A week before the SDR I became
anxious about it. Numerous questions
flooded my mind on what to expect.
“What if I am not ready? What if I can’t
let go of the material and physical
distractions?” Much as I tried my best
not to trouble myself, in the days leading
to the SDR the anxiety wore me down
and brought me to the point of backing
out. Consequently, I resigned to the event
telling God, “If this is Your Will, so be it!”

Last Friday, 22 October, we
struggled with the heavy vehicle
congestion on SLEX leading out of Metro
Manila. Had my mettle been weak, I

would have turned around and headed
back home. But turning back would have
been the simplest escape – would I turn
my back on an opportunity to be with
God? Later during the weekend, I would
find out that the trip was worth it.

A Journey in God’s Will
Reflections on a Spiritual Deepening Retreat Weekend

Butch Vargas, Easter BCGG

I have longed for a deeper
understanding of God’s Will, how I could
live within the context of the Holy
Scripture, only to fail because of the
trappings of life: work loads, material
wants, and other forms of distraction
disguised as commodities available at a
right price. A sorry part of my Spirituality
is the constant doubt and uncertainties
about God’s Will. Nonetheless, I find
myself asking, “Other than God’s Will,
do I have a better alternative?” I should
learn to offer my life to God with abandon.
Instead of asking, “Lord, what is it you
want from me?”, it should be “Your Will
be done.”

The SDR taught me how to focus my
attention to God’s Will through
meditation. The quieting down and
meditation exercises carried out under
various episodes were beneficial and
instrumental in opening my mind and
heart to feel and be in the presence of
the Lord. Such presence is so real that
God left a “postcard” of our encounter —
an indelible event in my lifetime.

By the time I begin writing this
essay, I have completed the journey of
my SDR, a weekend well deserved and
worthwhile, thanks to Sr. Amelita
Tanseco, the auxiliaries, and the people
behind Maryridge. As I cherish my SDR
experience, I will be moving on with my
adventure with God. Now, as one reads
through my experience, I have to excuse
myself as I must be on my way – I have
a journey to catch in God’s Will!

The statue
of the
Good
Shepherd
at Mary-
ridge
Convent.
At the
back-
ground is
Taal
Volcano.
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We have just concluded a very exhilarating, wonderful,
spiritually nourishing, and grace-filled three-day Marriage
Encounter Weekend at the BLD Covenant House. We felt the
LOVE of God pouring into everyone involved in the weekend. It
was truly God’s hands moving to make it happen. Let me tell
you why we say this.

ME Class 100 is the sponsoring class for this weekend.
We had seven class coordinators out of the original 16 couples.
Of the seven, only one couple was able to attend class reunions,
and in the final meetings they dropped out. Of the 16 couples,
only 2 (Malvin & Matin Leaño and Vener & Malou Torres)
consistently attended the reunion meetings and the weekend
itself. It would have been easy to just say, “That’s it. No more
reunion meetings.” But the number of people did not matter.
What matters is whether we touched even just one soul, and
we’re sure God is happy with that. So the meetings continued
even with only two couples in attendance.

Ten days before the weekend, we only had 3 confirmed
candidates – a sure ball, no-brainer condition for a disaster, a
cancelled weekend. It’s unthinkable especially since it is Fr.
Ruben’s ME Weekend. We appealed to the community and
prayed harder. We know our best efforts are not enough without
the support of the community and God’s loving hands.

We did not waver; worry or feel abandoned. We just stayed
positive! A week before the weekend, we had commitments
for 11 couples, then 15, and finally on the weekend itself, we
expected 22 couples and 18 singles. Two more ME Class 100
couples (Jonjon & Frances Cadag, and Uly & Set dela China)
committed to come as additional auxiliaries. The ever
supportive KKK BCGG Head, Fred and Cora Buenaventura;

were there to help make us the Magnificent Six Couples who
would handle the weekend. We now had the numbers to pursue
the weekend, but would all the candidates come? Now you
know they did, but as of 6:30 PM, 30 minutes before Fr Ruben’s
scheduled start of the ME weekend, we only had 12 couples,
and Fr. Ruben felt sad we had not reached the expected
numbers. The auxiliaries on the other hand were
complete...but were we ready and able? Pray... pray... pray.
You know what? 10 minutes before the 7 PM start time, we
had the numbers: 17 couples arrived on time and 2 more came
past 7 PM, for a total of 19 couples. God is so good! What a
fitting birthday gift for Fr. Ruben who has dedicated more than
41 years of his life in this Ministry!

The next challenge was: it’s 12 auxiliaries vs. the needs
of 54 people. Could we deliver? There were many challenges
and logistical concerns – aircon and lights not working in a
room, arranging and re-arranging room assignments which in
turn affected other arrangements. There was a broken door
knob, a participant who did not want to share her room, another
who couldn’t sleep because of noise from the aircon, one who
needed medical attention because of hypertension (good thing
KKK members Dr Bobby & Reggie Malijan came to the
rescue), and many other personal needs of the participants.
We can’t imagine the headaches of Jesus’ disciples attending
to the needs of over 5,000 men, not counting women and
children. What did the disciples do? They went to Jesus who
already had the answers, and the needs were addressed.
That’s what we did – we knew our capabilities and limitations,
so we lifted everything to Jesus, and the wisdom and energy
needed flowed through us and all concerns were addressed.
Everything went smoothly. To God be the glory!

When God moves, everything falls in place ...
Benj & Fely Santiago, ME 100 Shepherd
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The day to day activities are short, but the preparations
were enormous. Take the case of the directory: keying in data
of more than 70 candidates, presenters, auxiliaries, etc., and
printing 46 sets is no joke. Two cartridges ran out of ink. The
back up printer did not work. Pictures and personal information
of the candidates were not complete. But Fely kept her cool,
went on tirelessly and finished it just in time, and, may I say,
did it very well! Again God’s hands at work!

The “Dinner Date” was most exciting and we felt God’s
presence in the preparations made under time pressure as
they had to be completed in 30 minutes. Wheng & Ali Reyes,
Benz Dimanalata, and Au did them in record time and
elegance! The love and concern, the cooperation exuding from
the love of one another disallowed the forces of the evil one to
sow tension and irritation. The final result: Fr. Ruben exclaimed,
“Ang ganda!” and the participants gave us unsolicited
spontaneous applause! Truly amazing. It’s God’s love for the
participant couples manifesting... and to us as well.

We did it with God’s helping hands. And we would like to
give back all the glory and honor to Him who made it possible.
As Sally and Anchit said, we have done our mission and it is
now up to the couples to do what they have seen and heard.
We have surely touched the couples’ lives forever, and I share
this feedback from Jerry Seculles’ Facebook wall post: “…Now
as I go to sleep I can’t help myself but cry, remembering those
memories in that weekend... still singing with tears in my
joyful eyes... how I love my mama (that’s how he calls his
wife Cherry). We as a couple like to congratulate you Magis
100 together with the staff (auxiliaries), especially the sharing
couples (Santos & Llamas couples) most of all to Father
Tanseco. Thank you very much for the wonderful weekend
you’ve prepared for us. God really is within all of you.”

We also take this opportunity to repost what we posted in
Facebook: “Thanks to all who made this Marriage Encounter
Weekend a success! To all the 19 couples and 16 singles...you
are all wonderful... the BLD Covenant House Staff are also
nice people. Sally and Anchit and all BCGGs in the South

Sector, Fr. Ruben and most especially to the Lord Almighty
who gave us an opportunity to serve Him...We feel so good
and so blessed! Thanks to You Lord! ...To You we give back
all glory and love!!!”

We started the ME Weekend with a prayer, that the
weekend be our form of service to Him, that we may have the
Love and Patience for one another as we served. That we
exert our energies, spend our time, talent, and treasure not

for our own recognition, but to glorify
the Lord who makes all things
possible. We ended with a mass in
celebration of Christ the King, and
we were in tears as we heard the
participants share their love letters
to the Lord, expressing their
rekindled love for one another, and
their desire to be salt and light for
other couples.

Now you know why we say it
was truly God’s hands moving to
make this ME Weekend happen.
We just prayed, believed, declared
and surrendered to God’s will that
the MEW would be a SUCCESS,
and so it was!

Again, thank you to all who
made this MEW happen. We can’t
list all your names. You know who
you are, and may GOD bless you
MORE!!

The auxiliaries: Above - mga nakawala sa Muntinglupa.
Below - just having fun in the service of the Lord!
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On November 12-14, 2010, thirty
one Magis Deo shepherds and members
trooped to Mornese Center for
Spirituality at Calamba, Laguna for an
annual Ignatian retreat, AIR 2, themed
and titled  The Struggle: Following Jesus.
Most of us have already made the
commitment to follow Jesus, to live lives
defined by an attitude of stewardship,
characterized by simplicity and sharing,
distinguished by service – 4Ss (which
pretty much describe the way Jesus
lived his life of service to the Father).

Intended for members who are already
in service, this retreat was offered with
the hope it would help us become more
aware of the ways we are being
stretched by God to make space for new
life and new growth.

The flow of the retreat began a talk
on the meeting of desires (ours and
God’s), moved to a contemplation of the
intense way God loves and desires us,
and from there, a prayer to clearly  see
ourselves and the obstacles which keep
us from that desire. Then an invitation
to pray for courage and strength to
remove all that keeps us from the love
of God. From there, it is just a short
hop to Easter –  new life and new growth
in our service.

Fr. Vic Baltazar, SJ was a malaman
and magaan speaker. He reminded us
that the relationship begins with God –
it is His desire to love that awakens our
own desire to love and serve. In an
irreverent comparison he described the

way God desires us to a pig because “a
pig puts its nose into everything looking
for something to eat...” Against Fr. Vic’s
visible rotundity and evident appreciation
of good food, the image of God as a pig
had us falling off our chairs with laughter.
And yet it became an opportunity to
deeply appreciate and savor the wonder
of just how hungry God is for our love,
persistently and patiently rooting for any
opportunity to make us feel how much
He longs and desires to love us and for
us to love Him back.

Prayer time was long enough for
retreatants to look back and and realize
that following Jesus is not all pain and
crucifixion – it also has its joys and
graces. Foremost among those
mentioned in the sharing groups were
the friendships that grew as we worked
in the same mission.

The Sunday talk, a reflection on
becoming aware of our maturing as
disciples, was an opportunity for
recommitment. Sorrow for the many
times we have denied Jesus and been
forgiven, but also the heightening of our
desire to let go of whatever obstacles
and attachments keep us from Him.
Maturing disciples, we understand we
cannot do it by our own efforts,  and so
we begged for the grace to want to let
go and let God. It is through this
conversion of the heart that God leads
us into new life and new growth.

Fr. Vic met at least eleven
retreatants personally. It was a new
experience for most and introduced them
to how personal and fruitful one-on-one
spiritual direction can be. People are
innately individual, and though we have
taken the same formation programs and
serve in similar community programs, we
will experience these at different times
and in different ways.  A semi-directed
retreat is a good format for a community
like ours – input common to all and at
the same time, we receive the benefit of
a spiritual director who can guide and
help us hear the unique way God is
communicating with us at that moment.

AIR 2 - The Struggle: Following Jesus Joy Uy-Tioco, Sirach BCGG
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The Magis Home:
An Opportunity and a Reminder
on Responding to God’s Love
Rey & Lucy Mella, Council / Cana BCGG

Having more committed members stepping up to
the plate has always been a challenge in our
community. We need more shepherds, more
members willing to assume leadership roles, to

be ministry heads, to be members of committees. We need
more warm bodies in the outreach activities and in various
community programs and projects. We seem to have a dearth
of “able-bodied” people to play a role, to contribute and to get
things done.

While it may not be appropriate to say that we have
members who appear to be indifferent and who ignore the needs
of the community and/or members who need a higher level of
commitment, it does seem that we lack the numbers. At the
recent planning session, the discussions evolved into the reality
of the situation: we have the numbers but we need to increase
the level of commitment and/or involvement of members.

Quoting Monchito and Tina Mossesgeld’s message last
year, “We must very seriously consider one’s response to
God’s love: get involved and give more of our time, talent and
treasure...”

The building of the Magis home provides us another
opportunity to respond to the call for Christian leadership. It
also reminds each of us to respond to God’s love. Regardless
of our state, situation and circumstances today, we are still
blessed and have been showered with God’s unfathomable
and boundless love. Whether it is in our work, business,
finances, relationships or health; or simply our emotional
stability, peace of mind, or a sense of well-being, God has
never fallen short in giving us something to be truly grateful
for.

It may seem that donating cash is the only contribution
one can do in the Magis home project; we can still be counted

on for this project via networking with and seeking potential
donors and benefactors.

Also, the Magis home brings us once more in front of the
community’s perennial challenge – that of being more involved.
It reminds everyone of various opportunities to do something
for the community and its members.

As the year 2010 comes to a close, our prayers and
discernment can also be to ask oneself a few questions on
our involvement in the coming New Year. How have I contributed
to the community? What can I do differently to help?  Where
can I best use my talent and time in the furtherance of our
vision? What would it take for me to truly express my gratitude
and my love for Him through my deeper commitment and
involvement in Magis Deo?

We need more new shepherds for our ME classes. Our
various ministries need a lot of warm bodies in our outreach
and Suyuan activities, we need more people at the haranas,
we need people to help coordinate our community activities,
we need members to take care of our young adults and our
youth, and more. Recruiting and inviting other couples to the
Marriage Encounter is also something we want our members
to be more involved in.  Even simpler, we need more members
to consistently attend our monthly community celebrations
as our attendance and presence at the community
celebrations is a source of inspiration to the other members.

We invite everyone to walk the path in our spiritual
formation by attending the formation programs and retreats,
so we can be better prepared to become leaders,
administrators, spiritual directors or simply becoming a source
of strength for others.

Let our increased involvement  with the community this
coming 2011 in whatever form be an expression of our gratitude
for all that God has blessed us with during the year that is
about to end.

Our involvement in the community provides us a real avenue
for significant contribution, spiritual growth and fulfilling
relationships with our companions in our journey, things all of
us want for our lives.

Mother Teresa’s words continue to be a fitting reminder:
“We need not do great things; we can do small things with
great love.”

Merry Christmas and a Happy and Spiritually-filled
New Year to you and your families!

The art of thanksgiving is thanksliving. It is thanking God for your talents and abilities by accepting them as obligations
to be invested for the common good. It is thanking God for all that men and women have done for you by doing things
for others. It is thanking God for opportunities by accepting them as a challenge to achievement. It is thanking God
for happiness by striving to make others happy. It is thanking God for beauty by helping to make the world more
beautiful. It is thanking God for inspiration by trying to be an inspiration to others. It is thanking God for health and
strength by the care and reverence you show your body. It is thanking God for each new day by living it to the fullest.
It is thanking God by giving hands, arms, legs and voice to your thankful spirit. It is adding to your prayer of
thanksgiving, acts of thanksliving. - Wilfred Peterson

Thanksliving
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Youth Seminars
Ferdie Cruz

Magis Deo conducted two Youth Seminars for 108 students under
the San Mateo, Rizal Chapter of the St. Joseph Foundation.  These
were held on Nov. 20 and 27. Joy Uy-Tioco, Suni Rodriguez, Djarn
Pestaño and Ferdie Cruz assisted and facilitated at the first semi-
nar; Noli & Lou Sta. Maria, Angel Pestaño, Eli & Edith Prieto were
auxiliaries on the second. Bro. Herald Cruz of CeFam was the
facilitator for both seminars.

As a couple, we find journeying with
our Transfiguration BCGG makes our
walk with the Lord easier and fulfilling. –
Dodo and Jon Sta. Maria

____________

Transfiguration is a change in form,
a complete transformation or conversion.
Our 3-year journey as Magis 90,
discovering the Lord together, made a big
“transfiguration” in us. Though not as
quick as Jesus’ transfiguration, ours is a
long process that leaves a lasting mark
and a huge transformation in us and our
families.

The Transfiguration of Jesus is one
of the greatest miracles. And finding
Magis Deo is one great miracle in our
lives. Many miracles also happened in
our journey as Magis 90. Each of us went
through various challenges; yet we
stayed on, and are now a BCGG.

The commissioning was a
miraculous and meaningful experience.
We were moved; we felt blissful. I
became emotional, tears nearly falling,
as Fr. Ruben and the community prayed

over us. Nakakakilabot. The Holy Spirit
was present and touched us; we felt
God’s loving embrace. We are very
grateful for His guidance, that after many
years of journeying together, the simply
curious and skeptical couple that we
were before the ME weekend, were now
“transfigured.”

Our commissioning was made more
significant since Mr. Claro Santos and
Mr. Fil Alfonso, the persons instrumental
in our becoming ‘transfigured’ were
present. Maybe it’s God’s design that
they were there to witness us again, as
they did during our ME graduation. They
may not know it but they helped bring a
huge change in our relationship as a
couple and family.

Becoming a BCGG is a step higher,
a bigger responsibility. But with the
strong foundation from Magis Deo and
the Lord’s continuous guidance, I know
we will move further. I thank God for
bringing us to Magis, for our peer
couples, and the many weekly learnings
and inspiration. Our utmost gratitude to
our formators and shepherd Mr. Levy and
Ate Roxanne who are the very reason
for the transformation and many

miracles in our lives. We thank God for
leading us to them, for their wisdom, care
and perseverance. Like Peter, James and
John, simple and lowly as we are, we
are very privileged to have witnessed and
experienced Transfiguration. – Eugene
& Ethel Araullo

____________

We are truly blessed to belong to
ME90 which has helped us in our
spiritual journey as a married couple.
Now that we have become Transfiguration
BCGG, our spiritual lives have matured
and we thank the Lord for all the blessings
He has given us. Our faith in God has
deepened and we know He is in control
of our marriage. We also thank the Lord
for our couple friends who have inspired
us during our prayer meetings. We wish
to share all these blessings with our
family and friends by encouraging them
to be part of this wonderful community.

As a couple belonging to
Transfiguration, God has given us a
special mission – to help other couples
experience the love and grace of God and
to give Him back all the glory and praise!
– Mon & Ting Yupangco

Reflections ...cont. from page 15
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Spiritual Deepening Retreat –
A Weekend of Learning and Discovery

SCENES AND SIGNS OF FAITH

Clyde D. Abapo, Jeremiah BCGG

The Spiritual Deepening Retreat
(SDR) is one formation venue that draws
us closer to God. For one reason or
another, until this particular weekend, I
missed attending the SDR. The venue
for the Oct. 22-24, 2010 SDR was
Maryridge Good Shepherd Convent in
Tagaytay. I didn’t have high expectations
but I looked at the SDR as a
reinforcement of my religious beliefs.

We were thirty-five participants, all
from the Magis Deo community since
the retreat was organized by Magis Deo
for its members. I was both an auxiliary
and retreatant. Sr. Amelita Tanseco was
the facilitator.  The biblical passages
were of great help, and Sr. Amelita
expertly expounded them with concrete
realistic examples. Processing them
allowed me to take a look at myself again
in relation to my Creator. I would like to
present my experience in a manner that
captures my thoughts and feelings on
how God manifests Himself through His
creations.

The convent, a hundred meters down
the main road, houses the chapel and
the balcony on the second floor. The
balcony serves as the place for quieting
down and for our morning prayer. The
exercise allowed us to enjoy the
panoramic view of Taal and hear the
chirping sounds of the birds and the
peculiar noise of earthly creatures. I
stood at an open window with a 180-
degree view of the scenery. Positioned
almost at the middle, I was framed by
the aluminum sides of the window. Two
vantage points come to mind. First,

At Maryridge Convent one is treated to a
tranquil panoramic view of Taal Lake and
Taal Volcano.

anybody down would see me as an
anchor/character in a giant TV screen.
What am I saying? This brings me to the
second vantage point: a description of
my deep appreciation for God’s creation.

One wonders why Taal is so beautiful
and how it came to be. So amazing is
the group of islands straddled by a lake
which is a crater by itself. Depending on
the time of day, the green spreads from
light to dark shades, with patches of
yellow-green. A marvelous accent of
white, pink, violet, and red flowers soothe
my eyes from a distance of a hundred
meters below.

All elements of this world are
represented, i.e., water, earth, wind, and
fire. Sunlight can substitute for fire as it
generates heat that dilutes the coolness
of the surrounding air. I wandered my
eyes and observed how the breeze gently
blew at the tree branches which swayed
and danced to my delight. Moments later,
my view was obstructed by a blue and
long-tailed bird that swiftly glided and
immediately disappeared. That was the
first time I saw a blue bird in fifty years.

Masterpiece of God’s Creation –
The wonderful view of Taal is just a bit of
His creation. There are many other
wonders, and elsewhere in this world
other forms of creation await discovery.

The half hour silent mood made me
adore the greatness of God and

acknowledge His immeasurable power.
If He is big, He can also be so small to
be present in subatomic particles. This I
believe. If I have so much appreciation
for what I saw and felt, then a masterpiece
deserves the highest order: Man, i.e., you
and I. We are a masterpiece of God’s
creation. I am grateful that I was born in
the mold of masterpieces. I carry with
me His image and likeness. Gifted with
intelligence and free will, I have the
capacity to control other living creatures.
More than anything else, I am unique
because there is no person like me.

The Promise of God – that He will
never abandon me till the end of time – is
a promise I can hold on to for the rest of
my life. A mother can forget her child,
but God can never forget me because
my name is written on the palm of His
hand. Oh God, what great assurance You
have given! In spite of my sinfulness, You
still have an unlimited reserve of mercy
and forgiveness. What do all these
commitments of God mean to me? No
doubt I belong to Him.

The Role of the Holy Spirit – The
scripture reading of Saint Matthew says,
“Seek and you shall find. Ask and you
shall receive. Knock and the door shall
be opened.” The verses are left hanging
and there is no object of the petitions
hence any desire can be prayed for. For
example, the asking for, and the
immediate response of recovery from
illness is a petition that God can grant
anytime. Further reading and looking
deeper into the words and processing
them, God offers Himself as the ultimate
gift we all desire, in the person of the
Holy Spirit. Thus, anything we pray, the
Holy Spirit intercedes. If we do not know
how to pray, the Holy Spirit connects us
to the Father. As an affirmation of this
belief, I must trust the Holy Spirit for
guidance and enlightenment. My mother
once said, “Ang kalampusan sa atong
mga tinguha ug ang kaayuhan sa atong
mga buhat magagikan sa lamdag sa
Espiritu Santo.” Translated, “The success
of our objectives and the good things that
we do come from the workings of the Holy
Spirit who guides and enlightens us.”

In the little sharings, some of the
participants expressed commitment of
positive change in their religious activities.
That must be the Holy Spirit working on
them.

Sister Amelita
Tanseco, FFM
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To write about money, charity and
giving back, I went back to a book I
bought in May 2000, The Millionaire Mind
by Thomas Stanley. This is a follow-up
book to Millionaire Next Door by the
same author. In a study of a number of
America’s financial elite, the author
described how millionaires who have
accumulated substantial wealth became
successful. These millionaires used little
or no consumer credit and lived in homes
valued on average US$1.4 million.
Stanley found 5 success factors which
allowed these people to achieve financial
wealth: integrity, discipline, social skills,
a supportive spouse, and hard work.
Wow, I said. I was reminded about the
fourth factor in one of our prayer group
sharing when someone said, “behind a
man’s success is a woman.” I thought
about how lucky I was. While my wife
does not always agree with me, she is
indeed very supportive and a companion
in my ups and downs. While I am not a
financial success, I would not be where
I am and would not have become the
person I am today without her beside
me all through these 25 years. My wife
is a blessing from God.

____________

In Stanley’s book, another thing
included in the research was the fact
that, on average, the wealthy man has
been married to the same woman for 28
years, and one in four to the same
woman for 38 or more years! In America,
this is just amazing.

____________

Life is a gift, and it offers us the
privilege, opportunity, and responsibility
to give something back by becoming
more. – Anthony Robbins

____________

In practically all of the money, wealth
building and financial books I have read
and scanned, there is always that portion
of giving back as part of the formula for
financial success. I have tried to do that
as much as I can, although I know I fall

Rey Mella, Council / Cana BCGG

SPIRITUAL TIDBITS AND HUMOR

On money and giving back

Continued on page 15

short of the performance of the widow
who gave her 2 coins which was
everything she had. This trying to give
back more is a continuing reflection and
goal-setting agenda between my wife
and me during our annual goal setting
session at the start of every year. God
has blessed us so much that we feel
responsible to give them back. I know
we are nowhere near the level of
generosity that God wants us to have. I
just keep praying for this gift.

____________

I have been listening to an audio
book of Deepak Chopra’s Seven Spiritual
Laws of Success. He teaches that the
law of giving dictates that we must
continue to give because there is a
constant and dynamic exchange in the
universe. He says that the giving and
receiving are different aspects of the flow
of energy in the universe. If there is no
continuous flow, we stop the circulation
of energy and we will experience
strangulation and stagnation. Like a river,
the flow must continue in order to keep
wealth, affluence and abundance
circulating. Deepak Chopra believes in
God and he speaks for God. I believe
him.

____________

In my work, as we prepare for our
quarterly planning session, I always
reflect on our performance and our future
actions. These regular planning sessions
allow us to review our past quarter’s
targets and actions and find out what we
can do better. The question I usually ask
the team is, “What should we do
differently?” I have been using this same
question ever since, for as long as I have
been trying to achieve continuous
improvement in my work, in my
manufacturing operations.

But, reflecting on my service to the
Lord and doing my purpose on this earth,
I have yet to ask the same question and
reflect on its answers regularly. Really,
what can I do differently to serve God?
How can I further increase my chances

of going to heaven when my stint here is
over? What is my score card anyway?

____________

It is again the time of the year when
the community talks about “who-should-
do-what” in relation to its activities in the
coming year. So, as I prepare for my
personal goal-setting exercise, I am
reflecting on what I need to do next year
for the community. What can I do
differently this time around? How can I
make some significant contributions that
will benefit the community? I keep telling
people in my workplace that I am busy,
but still have time to role-model to them,
that time management is key. I need to
apply the same philosophy in my
commitments to Magis Deo since time
is my perennial issue and show-stopper.
I have to give back to God some of the
time given to me.

____________

In my work I have been blessed with
superiors who allow me a lot of latitude
and bandwidth on where I spend my time.
I have chosen to spend a lot of my time
on people. I inspire, coach and mentor
people. I read a lot, do research, surf the
internet, keep myself informed, and am
always on a learning mode. I am careful
and constantly aware of my attitude and
mindset. I feed myself so I have
something to give. I find joy in what I do
because I believe it is my purpose. This
is what God wants me to do. It is also
my way of giving back.

God gave me certain gifts -
intellectual capacity, ability to
communicate, ability to comprehend, to
integrate, to speak, and to write. I keep
trying and doing my best. I try to
maximize my abilities and keep learning
and improving. I am doing God’s work in
the workplace. I have associated my
work with my spirituality.

____________

A hurricane blew across the
Caribbean. It didn’t take long for the
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Core purpose... continued from page 14

expensive yacht to be swamped by high waves, and it sank
without a trace. There were only two survivors who managed
to swim to an island: the boat’s owner, Dr. Eskin, and his
steward Benny.

Upon reaching the deserted strip of land, the steward was
crying and very upset. The other man was quite calm, relaxing
against a tree.

“Dr. Eskin, how can you be so calm?” cried Benny. “We’re
going to die on this lonely island. We’ll never be found!”

“Sit down and listen to what I have to say, Benny,” began
the confident Dr. Eskin. “Five years ago I gave $500,000 to the

United Way. I donated the same amount four years ago. And
three years ago, I did very well in the stock market so I
contributed $750,000. Last year, business was good so the
charity got $1,000,000.”

“So what?” shouted Benny.

“Well, it’s time for their annual fund drive, and you can
bet they’re going to find me,” smiled Dr. Eskin.

____________

Doing what you love is the cornerstone of having
abundance in your life.

– Wayne Dyer

Transfiguration is defined as
change in form or appearance, a
metamorphosis, a change that glorifies
or exalts. This is exactly what transpired
in our relationship at our ME weekend
three years ago. We were struggling to
keep our marriage, trying our best to
contain and resolve conflicts; unaware
then that our efforts would be futile since
GOD was not in the center.

Fortunately, Benz Dimanalata
invited and sponsored us at the ME
weekend. Our weekend rekindled our
love and helped us realize the true value
of family. With loving understanding and
patience, we learned to forgive and forget
our shortcomings.

From then on we journeyed together
with Christ. It is not easy, there are still
rough roads to travel, sometimes hills
and towering mountains to traverse, but
with HIM in our heart, everything
becomes bearable. And with the help
and love of our ever faithful shepherds
Tito Levy and Tita Roxanne and the
support of our Magis group, we continue
to hang on.

We believe nothing happens by
accident. Our being with Magis is God’s
plan and this is a great blessing indeed!
For this alone, we promise to continue
this journey with HIM whatever it takes!
– Resty & Anna Tongol

____________

Our transfiguration experience as
a couple makes us aware of God’s
presence in every detail of our everyday
life. After our commissioning we had a

Reflections of
newly

commissioned
BCGG

members

sense of accomplishment that made us
feel fulfilled and confident that God is
always with us, guiding and leading us
and our children.

We felt very blessed as the Lord
inspires us as we celebrate our 12th

wedding anniversary, transformed into a
more prayerful relationship with Him. Our
morning prayer has become our source
of energy and wisdom when we praise
and thank the Lord for the gift of life, full
of blessings and opportunities.

As a couple, we believe that God
entrusts our BCGG with a mission. And
our response is to go and do something,
not just anything, not simply what we
want, but what God wants us to do. God
bless us all. – Jay-R & Leila Leccio

____________

We have no defining transfi-
guration experience in the sense of a
180-degree turnaround during or after the
commissioning. We just find the journey
a more pleasant and inspiring one.

Having our Magis 90 (now
Transfiguration) group’s support for each
other in our struggle to be truly
committed Christian couples is a source
of inspiration and strength.

Our sharings and insights during
prayer meetings is a well where we draw
our nourishment and resolve to overcome
difficulties and challenges thrown our
way. Our exchanges via e-mail and SMS
uplift us. Our gestures of care and
concern for each other unite us as a
community.

Continued on page 12
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Jaear & Laarni Briones Good Shepherd
11 Ed & Sol Macalalad Mt. Olivet
12 Ferdie & Sheila Joson Sirach
13 Eric & Myling Hernandez Psalm 46-Samaritans
16 Martin & Marlyn Tioseco Easter

King & Michelle Mantecon ME Class 98
18 Rey & Nette Arceo Beatitudes

Jon & Kleng Cobico Thessalonians
Gene & Leony Escosia Emmanuel
Joseph & Levie Gomez Arch. Gabriel
Joey+ & Nina Yuson Sirach

19 Alex & Malou Caramat Jeremiah
Mon & Glo Umali Magnificat

20 Philip & Malu Panlilio Mustard Seed
Jojo & Rhea Gaddi ME Class 102

22 Rey & Lucy Mella Cana
Tony & Bambi Narciso Easter
Benj & Fely Santiago Kapatiran Kay Kristo
Carlos & Ruby Pizarro Corinthians
Bert & Remy Castro Easter
Edward & Tere Palicdon ME 102

23 Resty & Anna Tongol Transfiguration
26 Rey & Nitz Eslava Psalm 46-Samaritans

Paul & Nette Puthenpurekal Easter
27 Uly & Set dela China ME Class 100

Daniel & Desiree Bonuel ME Class 101
28 Noel & Yayette Ventigan John
29 Rey & Esper Asperin Archangel Gabriel
30 Ariel & Jane Palomique ME Class 89
31 Rufo & Louren Dacanay Mustard Seed

Calendar of Activities:  December 2010 - February 2011

December 2010 Venue Contacts / Sponsors

05 Family Day Artists Pavilion, Makati Parks and Garden Community Services
J.P. Rizal St.., Makati City All Sectors

10-12 Spiritual Deepening Retreat (SDR) Canossa Retreat House, Tagaytay City MEFP 426-4206
P3,500/couple; P1,800/single

15 New Council Meeting TBA Magis Deo 426-7191
25 Birthday of Jesus

January 2011

07 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191

February 2011

04 Community Celebration San Carlos Lay Formation Center Magis Deo 426-7191

December Birthday Celebrants

01 Flor Pison Former Micah 6:8
Lilit Tumbocon John

03 Mary Anne Alfonso John
06 Ricky Valencia Easter
08 Boy Sevilla John

Myling Hernandez Psalm 46-Samaritans
10 Miles San Pedro Cana
11 Eli Prieto Genesis of David

Roxanne Espiritu Transfiguration
Yoling Sevilla John
Abby Tumbocon John
Jay-R Leccio Transfiguration

12 Anthony Casas ME Class 99
Allan Ybañez ME Class 101

13 Leo Soliman Corinthians
14 Ricky Consulta Mustard Seed

Myk Atienza ME Class 89
15 Rey Eslava Psalm 46-Samaritans
16 Fred de Guzman ME Class 89
20 Levy Espiritu Transfiguration
21 Ted Concepcion Archangel Gabriel

Rael Opao ME Class 99
22 Rita Brawner Sirach

Star Santos Easter
Jonjon Cadag ME Class 100

23 Bong Punsalan Sirach
Vicky Babaran Magnificat
Siony Martinez Magnificat
Frank Manila ME Class 98

24 Daisy de Guzman Corinthians
Nina Yuson Sirach
JC Manalo ME Class 98

25 Christmas
27 Rose Ambata ME Class 92

Vener Torres ME Class 100
28 Noel Ventigan John
29 Francis Llamas Philippians

Rey de Guia ME Class 102
30 Riza de Guia ME Class 102
31 Audie Cortez Transfiguration

Bem Cadayona ME Class 102

December Wedding Anniversaries

03 Boy & Elvie Lubguban Exodus
08 Mannie & Pam Castillo Thessalonians
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